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We have paid much attention on the budget manage system since 2000. Also we 
have obtained a lot of results of budget manage system. Profitability is not only the 
focus of enterprise management, but also the driving force for the survival and 
development of enterprises. While the research on the influence of the budget manage 
system to the enterprise profitability is not valid. By the study of the relationship of 
the budgeting manage system and profitability, we can do better on enterprise 
decision-making, finding the core competitiveness of enterprises, also optimizing the 
management structure and mode, and ultimately improving the profitability of 
enterprises. In this paper, we systematically expounds the related domestic and 
foreign research results of the budget management system. Combined with the 
national conditions of our country, we reviewed the implementation of the enterprise 
budget management system in China. 
With the rapid development of economic globalization and modern industry, 
manufacturing level has become an important indicator of industrial level. Fasteners 
are known as the "the rice of industry", and its manufacturing level can reflect China's 
industrial level in a way. In this paper, we study the present situation by taking an 
example of one company named “A Group”, and set the fastener manufacturing 
industry listing Corporation as research object. After that, we chose 3 financial 
indicators to characterize the budget manage system and 7 financial indicators to 
characterize profitability. Then, we obtained the equation of profitability by using 
factor analysis, and we discussed the theory of budgeting manage system and the 
impact factors of profitability of China's fastener industry. Then, we selected the 
indicators that referenced in domestic and foreign scholars' literature, and finally we 
get relevant conclusions. After statistical analysis, we found that the share of the fund 
and the total assets turnover rate is positively related to profitability, while asset 
liability ratio affects profitability negatively. We can improve profitability by 
optimizing resource allocation, controlling financial risk and enhancing operational 
capability. 
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准作业程序。现代意义上的预算工具引入我国是 20 世纪 90 年代的事情（中国会















试引入西方的现代预算管理技术，开始编制全过程预算管理预案。2000 年 9 月，
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